TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
TILLAMOOK COUNTY COURT HOUSE
201 LAUREL AVENUE
TILLAMOOK, OREGON 97141

1/4 CORNER COMMON SECTIONS 24 & 25, T.3S., R.10W., T.M.
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I ENCASED THE FOUND IRON PIPE WITH BRASS CAP IN A 10' CONCRETE CYLINDER.

HISTORY OF FOUND MONUMENT

I FOUND THIS MONUMENT TO BE AS DESCRIBED ON T.C.S. SURVEY MAP B-1045 AND THE REFERENCES FOUND AND/OR SET AT THAT TIME TO NOW BE AS FOLLOWS:

(Original G.L.O.) 60' FIR S.15'E. 18 lbs., REPORTED IN REVITNESS BOOK 2 AT PAGE 588 AS A 54' SNAG S.8'E. 12.1 FT., SCRIBES ROTTED AWAY, DESCRIBED 1/4 S25 BT, AND ON T.C.S. MAP #B-631 AS A 60' SNAG S.8'E. 12.1 FT., AND ON T.C.S. MAP #B-1045 AS A 60' FIR SNAG S.8'E. 11.9 FT. TO FACE; (FOUND, NOW 63' FIR SNAG, 25' TALL, S.8'E. 12.1 FEET, BOOK 2 PAGE 588 DESCRIBING VISIBLE).

(Original G.L.O.) 12' HEMLOCK N.32'E. 49 LBS., REPORTED IN T.C.S. REVITNESS BOOK 2 AT PAGE 588 AS A 31' STUB, SCRIBES '45' VISIBLE, REMAINDER OF FACE COVERED, AND ON T.C.S. MAP #B-631 AS A ROTTED HEMLOCK STUMP N.32'E. 32.3' SCRIBING VISIBLE, AND ON T.C.S. MAP #B-1045 AS A 39' HEMLOCK STUMP N.32'E. 32.3 FT.; (FOUND, NOW A 33' ROTTEN STUMP AT POSITION).

(Book 2 page 588) 38' HEMLOCK N.9 1/2'E. 87.2 FT. SCRIBED 1/4 S24 BT RS 401, AND REPORTED ON T.C.S. Map B-631 AS A 46' HEMLOCK N.9'E. 28.6' SCRIBING VISIBLE, AND REPORTED ON T.C.S. MAP B-1045 AS A 50' HEMLOCK N.9'E. 28.6 FT.; (FOUND, NOW A 53' HEMLOCK FACE HEALED).

(T.C.S. Map B-1045) 12' HEMLOCK S.42'W. 8.7 FT SCRIBED '1/4S25 BT'; (FOUND, NOW A 23' HEMLOCK S.42'W. 8.3 FT. TO PARTIALLY HEALED FACE, SCRIBES VISIBLE).

(FOUND,LEANING, ORANGE CARBDITE POST EAST 0.7', ORIGIN UNKNOWN)

(FOUND, RUSTY, STEEL FENCE POST EAST 2.2', ORIGIN UNKNOWN)

(FOUND, LONGVIEW FIBER YELLOW METAL LOCATION POSTER ON A 40' HEMLOCK ON THE WEST SIDE OF AN OLD ROAD, 120 FEET WEST OF THE CORNER.

SURVEYS AND REVITNESSES OF RECORD

| B-505 | JULY 1965 | H. J. RUSSELL | LS 707
| A-2020 | MAY 1970 | R. A. MORRIS | LS 401
| A-3283 | OCTOBER 1975 | H. J. RUSSELL | LS 707
| B-631 | JANUARY-MARCH 1979 | L. D. BISHOP | LS 896
| B-641 | 5-10-79 | R. A. MORRIS | LS 401
| & H. J. RUSSELL | LS 707
| B-1045 | JAN. 1982 | EDGAR E. COOK | LS 1073
| REVITNESS BOOK 2 PAGES 337 | JUNE 1969 | S. BENSON, LONGVIEW FIBER CO.
| REVITNESS BOOK 2 PAGES 388 | 6-10-65 | R. A. MORRIS | LS 401
| G.L.O. BOOK 3S10 PAGE 10 | 8-05-1862 | W. P. WRIGHT, CONTRACT #442

LOCATION OF MONUMENT

THIS CORNER IS LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 110' EAST OF AN OLD GROWN OVER ROAD AND APPROXIMATELY SOUTH 45' WEST 75 FEET FROM A CLEARCUT, IN A PATCH OF OLD GROWTH FIR AND HEMLOCK.
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